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Spring Concert Receives Low Turnout

With Rising
Students say Cheat Codes didn’t fulfill its “Promise” as headliner Costs Come
Rising
Concerns
Christina Urban
News Editor

Cheat Codes member Kevin Ford energizes the crowd of students at Memorial Auditorium.
After T-Pain’s cancellation at last year’s homecoming concert, Montclair State
students anticipated a better
spring concert by the Student
Life at Montclair (SLAM) and
Student Government Association (SGA). However, there

was an unexpected turnout of
less than 100 students this past
Saturday night at Memorial
Auditorium.
SLAM’s Live Entertainment
Chair Michael Statile issued
this statement about how the
organization has been consid-

ering students’ suggestions
towards the artists for their
concerts:
“Every year, we try our very
best to get an artist that is fitting to our campus community
and within our budget range,”
said Statile. “This year, that

Brianna Nichols| The Montclarion

artist happened to be Cheat
Codes featuring Cade & P.
Muna. There were not as many
people there as we may have
liked, but everyone that was
there seemed to have an amazing time as they were all great
performers.
Concert continued on Page 16
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At the board of trustees
meeting yesterday, a handful
of students voiced concerns of
burdens and stresses that come
with the raise of tuition.
Junior international justice
studies major Heather Francis was the first student to talk
about affordable and accessible
education at the annual tuition
hearing.
“Reading the priorities for
the 2018-19 year changes to our
community... I feel fearful for
a rise in our tuition because I
know that even if it is a small
increase, an increase over a decade will make a huge impact
in the future,” Francis said.
Francis said it’s especially
unfair to students already taking out loans and have no other
means to fund their education.
Francis mentioned how one
in five students face anxiety and
depression, some of which is
caused by financial stress. The
student also cited a New York
University study that shows
how tuition increases result in
a decrease in ethnic and racial
diversity in the student body.
Law and government masters student Karen Cardell
spoke about how public education is crucial to sustaining democracy.
Cardell said public education
is the “gateway to our middle
class” because it allows people
to access education, connections, ideas and employment.
She said that there is a lack of
“transparency” and a lot of “division” within the university
and administration that hurt
the Montclair State University
community.
Tuition continued on Page 4
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Corrections:

In the article “Unlimited Swipes and Limited Options,” page
6, April 5, it was under the assumption that the 4,293 freshmen students lived on campus and would have to purchase
an unlimited swipes meal plan. It was determined that some
of these students could possibly be commuters and would
not have to have a meal plan. Therefore, saying “a third of
Montclair State students were required to pay between
$2,225 and $2,465” for this meal plan is not completely accurate. This story has been updated online.

In the “Thumbs Up, Thumps Down” section, page 13, April 5,
the word “Mississippi” was misspelled in one of the thumbs
down that read: “Missippi trial reveals private prison horrors.”

Red Hawk Rap Sheet

Monday, April 2
Online: A Montclair State student came into police headquarters to report that she was being harassed by her former
girlfriend (non-student) via Instagram and Tumblr. The student reported that she was called names, threatened with
bodily harm and her personal information was posted publicly on the internet. The student advised that she wished to
get a temporary restraining order and was referred to the
Passaic County Prosecutor’s Office for further assistance.
Monday, April 2
Richardson Hall: A student reported the theft
of her Apple Mac Book Air from inside of her
backpack. This incident is under investigation.
Wednesday, April 4
Mallory Hall: A contractor overseeing the construction reported the theft of a Dewalt laser and a cordless Makita drill.
The items were reported to have been stolen from a secured
area of the work site. This incident is under investigation.
Wednesday, April 4
Center for Environmental Life Sciences: Facility workers reported an incident of criminal mischief where an individual urinated all over the floor and in several fixtures
inside the bathroom. This incident is under investigation.

Wednesday, April 4
Social Media Manager Hawk Crossings: A student resident reported the
Erika Jakubiszen
montclarionsocialmedia@ theft of her clothes while doing laundry in buildgmail.com
ing 300. This incident is under investigation.
Production Editor

Kevin Saez
montclarionproduction
@gmail.com

Writers and Contributors

Sarah Adewolu, Sean Blair, Sam Carliner, Trevor Gioia,
Kyle Kulikowski, Brianna Nichols, Javier Reyes,
Nicole Romaine, Parnell Saint-Preux, John Salimbene,
Rebecca Serviss, Jeremy Wall

Thursday, April 5
Bohn Hall: A student resident reported the theft of her clothing while doing laundry. This incident is under investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Running Unopposed for Treasurer:
SGA Special Election
Heather Francis is solo candidate in SGA Treasurer position

Heather Francis, who is running for SGA treasurer, speaks at the tuition hearing on Wednesday, April 11.

Sunah Choudhry
Assistant Feature Editor
With a new Student Government Association (SGA) inducted last week, the position of
treasurer is up for grabs. Heather Francis, a junior international
justice major, has decided to
run for the open position.
According to Associate Director for Student Involvement Julie Fleming, Francis is currently
running unopposed for SGA
treasurer and will officially be
on the ballot for the position in
the following week.
Francis explained how she
would use her platform to support social justice initiatives
and to give students a voice in
order to express their concerns.
“I plan on making all money
the Student Government [Association] spends transparent to
the student body,” Francis said.
“I intend on making sure, from

here on out, [that] the SGA
spends ethically and sustainability.”
Francis also wants to research
how the SGA’s purchases are
affecting the local, national
and international community
while simultaneously making
sure students on campus feel
important.
Being frustrated with previous administrations, Francis
felt discouraged to run. However, after seeing the fresh
faces in our current administration, she changed her mind
and wanted to get involved.
“When I saw those who were
running run on platforms of
social justice initiatives, I felt
empowered,” Francis said. “I
felt like I am going to make a
difference on a Student Government [Association] level.”
Vice President of the SGA
James Clark explained that in
place of Francis attending the

Sunah Choudhry| The Montclarion

“I plan on making all money the Student Government
[Association] spends transparent to the student body.”

- Heather Francis, international justice studies major

general election debate, a video
would be released of her instead.
“It would be recorded video,
not a live video, and it would
be her answering those same
questions that she would have
been asked had she been at the
debate in the general election,”
Clark said.
“I am running for treasurer
because I believe the Student
Government
[Association]
needs to be a place students feel
comfortable going to when they
have a concern,” Francis said.
“I am running for treasurer because I believe the Student Government [Association] needs to
act like a student government.”

Christina Urban| The Montclarion
Heather Francis poses outside near The Village pool.
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Welcome to the Family, Pigtail and Corvus

Amazon Locker delivery service extends to other residence halls on campus
Rebecca Serviss
Staff Writer
Two new Amazon lockers
were installed outside of Bohn
Hall and Hawk Crossings last
week, allowing easier access to
them for students all over campus.
The additional lockers, which
are named Pigtail for Bohn Hall
and Corvus for Hawk Crossings, were installed to extend
the delivery service to residents
living in buildings farther away
from the original three located
by Machuga Heights, Freeman
Hall and Sinatra Hall.
When ordering on Amazon,
customers can select the locker
delivery option to be able to
pick up packages whenever
they please. When the package
is delivered, they receive a code
to open up the locker it was left
in.
Since the original trio made
their debut in November, their
popularity has grown tremendously.
According to Lavone Broxton,
the assistant director of postal
services at Montclair State University, more than 2,000 packages have been delivered to the
lockers so far. A February report shows each locker’s use increasing, ranging from eight to
26 percent, with numbers still
on the rise.
Broxton said that the new
lockers were placed outside of
the buildings because of the
available space. He expects
that students will become more
aware of the lockers and learn
how to use them.
Some students have not used
the service yet because of the
distance it takes to walk to the
other three locker locations.
Some students even forget
about the new delivery option
on campus, including Bohn
Hall resident Carly Solomon,
a freshman family science and
human development major.

Therese Sheridan| The Montclarion

Newest Amazon Locker placed outside of Bohn Hall.

“To be honest, I typically just
forget that we have [Amazon
Lockers on campus],” Solomon
said.
Another Bohn Hall resident and sophomore marketing major Jack Johnson thinks
that it was about time one was
placed outside of his dorm so
he doesn’t have to travel as far.
“It kind of just popped up out
of nowhere and I’m happy with
it,” Johnson said.
Other residents are also excited about the extension of the
delivery service and are ready
to try it out, including sophomore television and digital media major Emily Smith. Smith
lives in Dinallo Heights and
also uses the locker in Machuga

“It kind of just popped up out of nowhere
and I’m happy with it.”
- Jack Johnson, Sophomore marketing major
Heights to retrieve her packages. She is looking forward to
using one without having to go
too far.
“I’m really excited about
the Amazon Lockers coming
to Hawks [Crossings] because

I’m going to be living in Hawks
next year,” Smith said.
According to Broxton, plans
for placing more lockers around
campus are still up in the air.
“There might be a possibility [to place lockers in other ar-

eas] in the future, but for now
we wanted to focus on placing
them near the residence halls,”
Broxton said.

Tuition: Administration made more of an effort to inform students of the hearing than previous years

Continued from page 1

“We complain that the state’s
not funding us, we complain
that it’s a problem with finances, but it’s also a problem with
management,” Cardell said.
Montclair State is the third
lowest in undergrad in-state
tuition at $12,455 this past academic year. The tuition rate for
next school year will be decided
at a July meeting, after New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy signs a
higher education budget plan
in June.
“Just because our tuition is
lower than other schools in New
Jersey, doesn’t mean we don’t
have students here at Montclair
State who are still struggling to
get by,” Francis said.
University President Susan
Cole said that she and board
members have been working to

get more state aid, as the aid for
four year public universities in
New Jersey is lacking.
In past hearings, students and
faculty have criticized the low
student turnout at the annual
tuition hearing being because of
the lack of advertising from administration.
Cole addressed this and said
that they made more of an effort this year to inform students
of the hearing, including sending several widespread emails
which in total had 26,000 views
and a full-page ad in The Montclarion.
Students can also email their
opinions and concerns to the
Board of Trustees if they were
unable to make the meeting.
“I think it’s important for
students to voice their concern

about everything because we
pay for education and we have
a basic right to education,”
Cardell said.
President of the Montclair
State University Federation of
Teachers and professor Richard Wolfson asked faculty to
consider the lack of student attendance to be because they
feel like they have no power to
change the administration’s decisions on tuition.
Toward the end, Board of
Trustees student representative
Hasani Council said students
should be fighting by Cole’s
and other board members’ sides
to receive better state aid.
“I’m challenging all of us as
students to take on more of an
active role in fighting for what
we want,” Council said.

Sunah Choudhry| The Montclarion
At the Board of Trustees annual tuition hearing, board members listen to
students and staff speak about the cost of education.
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Get one step closer
to your degree
this summer.

register now at montclair.edu/summer
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Miss Veterans Day

Amanda Peacock prepares to compete for Miss New Jersey

										

Photo courtesy of Richard Krauss Photography

After being crowned Miss Veterans Day, Amanda Peacock waves to the audience.

Alexandra Clark
Editor-in-Chief
While many students at Montclair State University might be preparing for final exams and the end
of the semester, freshman Amanda
Peacock is also busy preparing for
when she will be competing for
Miss New Jersey in June. The public relations major will be competing with 27 other girls for the title
of Miss New Jersey, but her current
title is one she has worked hard to
achieve.
In fall of 2017, Peacock, 18, was
crowned Miss Veterans Day, a
brand new local title that was created by her director in honor of their
father who served in the Armed
Forces. Peacock winning this title
qualifies her to compete for Miss
New Jersey.
For Peacock, being crowned the
first ever Miss Veterans Day was a
special experience.
“Miss Veterans Day has never
been done in New Jersey, or I’m
pretty sure any other state so it was
a big deal when I was crowned,”
Peacock said.
She started out competing in the
Outstanding Teen pageants from
the age of 13 to 17. She won her
first teen title at the age of 15 when
she was crowned Miss Gloucester County’s Outstanding Teen.
When Peacock started competing
as a Miss at the age of 18, she came
close to winning a few times, placing as the first runner-up in four
out of five pageants. Peacock said
her winning a local title as a Miss
for Miss Veterans Day was an over-

whelming feeling of “finally.”
“My jaw was on the floor,”
Peacock said. “It was just so
worth it because I had worked
so hard for it.”
Peacock lives on campus in
Bohn Hall but spent many
weekends during her first semester of college going home
to Williamstown, New Jersey
to compete in pageants. She
said that being crowned Miss
Veterans Day made all of her
hard work worth it.
“It takes dedication, it takes
passion,” Peacock said. “It
takes commitment, it takes
sacrifice. I’ve sacrificed so
many things, [like] going
home on the weekends for it,
so it was like that point was
what made it all worth it because pageantry and the Miss
America Organization is what
I love.”
One of Peacock’s many
passions along with pageantry is her personal platform
Distracted Driving Awareness, which brings attention
to preventable deaths that occur due to distracted drivers.
She chose this as her platform
when she first started competing as a teen after reading
about a story that happened in
a nearby town.
Toni Donato-Bolis was 28
years old and was driving
home from a doctor’s appointment with her second child
due in two days when her
car was struck head-on by a
driver who was distracted by
his cell phone. Donato-Bolis

Photo courtesy of Richard Krauss Photography
Amanda Peacock sings the song “The Wizard and I” from the musical “Wicked” for the talent portion of
the pageant.

and her unborn son RJ were
killed in the accident.
For Peacock, Donato-Bolis’ story hit close to home.
“You hear on the news all
the time about these types
of tragedies, but when it
happens the next town over
from you…it shocked me,”
Peacock said.
She made the decision
that she wanted this to be
her personal platform to advocate for something that
could save someone’s life.
She became involved with
the Toni Donato-Bolis &
Baby RJ Foundation along
with many other distracted
driving awareness organi-

zations.
Peacock used her singing talents to further spread
awareness through creating
a parody video to Meghan
Trainer’s song “All About
That Bass.” Her parody
song, “All About That Safe”
currently has over 8,000
views on YouTube and the
video advocates for people
to drive safe by not texting
and driving.
“My main goal is to end
[distracted driving] because
no innocent life should be
taken because of something
that’s completely avoidable,” Peacock said.
Peacock’s parents, Bryan

and Jennifer Peacock, are
very proud of her dedication to her classes at Montclair State and her efforts to
end distracted driving.
“Her character, determination and passion shine
through in everything that
she sets her mind to do,”
Jennifer Peacock said. “To
see how easily she balances
her education and her passion to change the world
through her dedication to
her distracted driving platform as Miss Veterans Day
is something to surely be
commended.”
Peacock said competing
in pageants has helped her

themontclarion.org

with time management and
being a student at Montclair
State.
“It helps me overall as a student too because I’m very passionate about pageantry and
distracted driving and things
like that,” Peacock said. “It
makes me very driven and passionate with schoolwork, too.”
Peacock is a member of the
Public Relations Student Society
of America (PRSSA) and is part
of the creative services team for
Hawk Communications, the
university’s first student-run
public relations firm.
Peacock said that the biggest
misconception with the Miss
America Organization is that it
is strictly a beauty pageant that
solely focuses on a contestant’s
looks. There’s much more to it
than just how a girl looks in a
swimsuit or an evening dress.
“Miss America provides
scholarship and it’s about community service,” Peacock said.
“It’s about giving back and it’s

The Montclarion • April 12, 2018 • PAGE 7

about a sense of sisterhood.
Some of the girls that I’ve competed with are some of my best
friends.”
There are about two months
left before Peacock competes
for Miss New Jersey. She has
been preparing by continuing
to lead a healthy lifestyle by eating right and going to the gym
as well as reading up on current
events in preparation for the interview portion of the pageant.
This will be Peacock’s first
time competing for Miss New
Jersey and while she hopes
to make it to the top 10 or top
five, she is not putting pressure
on herself to win. Peacock said
she is focused on gaining more
experience and having a good
time with her fellow sisters.
“If I get in the top 10 or the top
five or happen to win Miss New
Jersey in my first time there, if
that happens then it was meant
to be,” Peacock said.
Photo courtesy of Richard Krauss Photography

From left to right: Amanda’s father Bryan, Amanda and her mother Jennifer pose after Amanda was crowned Miss
Veterans Day.

Alexandra Clark | The Montclarion

Amanda Peacock, a Montclair State freshman public relations major, stands in the School of Communication and Media.

Photo courtesy of Richard Krauss Photography

Amanda Peacock is crowned as the first ever Miss Veteran’s Day.

“It takes dedication, it takes passion, it takes commitment, it takes sacrifice. I’ve sacrificed so many things, [like] going home on the weekends
for it, so it was like that point was what made it all worth it because
pageantry and the Miss America Organization is what I love.
- Amanda Peacock, freshman public relations major

Amanda Peacock lets the Red Hawk statue borrow her Miss Veterans Day crown.

Alexandra Clark | The Montclarion
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Renovation and Revision:

A school’s approach to creating a safer environment

			

Central Regional High School is located in Bayville, New Jersey and is making safer changes to the school.

AJ Melillo
Assistant Opinion Editor
After the recent school shootings, assistant opinion editor AJ Melillo decided to go back to his old high
school, Central Regional High School, to see if any
changes were being made to make the building safer for
its students. Melillo discovered that the close culture
is not only the high school’s perceived key to academic
success but also to keep the students and staff safe if
anything dangerous were to ever occur.
In Bayville, New Jersey, Central Regional High
School has been working to make its students safer,
and they have discovered an interesting way to
help alleviate the risk of a nightmare situation from
taking place in their halls.
The administration at the school believes that the
best way to prevent a school shooting from happening is to change the culture in the school itself. They
think that if students have an open and positive
relationship with the school security officers, teacher and administrators, any issue can be resolved
before anyone gets hurt.
When speaking with students, it was clear that
they feel like the biggest threat to them is their
fellow students who know the school, the safety
protocols and that they may feel that they are being
disenfranchised. However, the administration
thinks they have helped to solve this problem. They
have created a mentoring program and are switching to have a vice principal for every grade.
“This is the second year that we have had the
mentoring program to help kids that are maybe
either emotionally or socially awkward here at Central. They are actually either paired up with either a
teacher or administrator,” said Superintendent Dr.
Triantafillos Parlapanides.
“We are also, next year, moving to [have a] vice
principal [for] every grade level. We are not hiring
new people, but we are moving my whole administrative team. Now if you’re a freshman, you’re

going to have the same VP for all four years. This
way the vice principal is going to really get to know
[his or her students]. I think this will make a better
student-admin relationship.”
In another precautionary act, Central Regional
High School has moved from having one police
officer to two in their building at all times. This
decision has made many students feel a lot safer
going to school every day.
“Yeah, I do feel safe [coming to school], from the
officers that are here,” said 18-year-old senior JT
Murray. “There are two of them, and I feel like they
will protect us.”
The students in the school have a lot of confidence in their school officers to protect them if a
situation were to ever arise in their school.
“I think the cops are well-trained to stop something like that,” said 17-year-old senior Reese
Mangold.
There has been a police officer in the school since
the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting on
Dec. 14, 2012, but the two-cop policy was first implemented on March 23 of this year, which left the
student body and faculty feeling safer in the building. Along with that, the officers on duty feel like
with two cops, they are more capable of protecting
the whole school.
The Berkeley Township Police Department also
makes sure that they only send officers with a lot of
training in high pressure situations or officers that
are alumni of the high school because they would
know the layout of the school the best.
“Two cops is a good addition, and it helps us
spread out more in the school,” said Sgt. Michael
Ptaszenski said. “Obviously we would always like
to have more because the more the safer. But we
also do not want to turn this into a facility where
kids feel like they are in jail. I think [two] is good
for now.”
The school is also planning to have cosmetic
changes to their buildings to make it safer from an

Aj Melillo | The Montclarion
outside attack. They are planning on changing all
of the glass doors in the high school to 3M glass,
which is not bulletproof but shatter-resistant.
This will extend the action of breaking down a
classroom door, giving more time for officers to
get to the scene. Along with this change, they are
beginning to blockade hallways with gates so that
people cannot access certain parts of the building
after school ends, which will also work to contain a
shooter in one part of the building.
Central Regional High School is taking many
measures to ensure the safety of their students and
is setting an example for other schools to follow.
With an increased focus on the culture of the school
along with making needed personnel and cosmetic changes to the building, it is developing a safe,
educational and enjoyable environment.

Photo courtesy of Triantafillos Parlapanides’ Facebook
			

Central Regional High School District Superintendent Dr. Triantafillos Parlapanides is helping students through the school’s
mentoring program.
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IT’S TIME TO INSPIRE.
BECOME A TEACHER.
Attend a Teacher Education Information Session and learn everything
you need to know about Montclair State’s nationally recognized
Teacher Education Program and how to apply.

JOIN US
Wednesday, April 18 | 2:30 – 4 p.m. Room: UN 1060
Wednesday, May 16 | 2:30 – 4 p.m. Room: UN 1040
Wednesday, June 13 | 2:30 – 4 p.m. Room: UN 1060
The application deadline for fall 2018 is September 15.
Not able to attend? Call the Teacher Education Admission Office at 973-655-7976 or visit us in
University Hall, Suite 1180.

montclair.edu/cehs
CEHS-Teacher Ed ad-03/18 SS
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Phi Mu Alpha

Benefit concert for school shooting survivor

			

Sam Carliner | The Montclarion

Phi Mu Alpha members rehearse a song for their upcoming concert.

Sam Carliner
Staff Writer
Phi Mu Alpha, a music-oriented fraternity with a chapter at Montclair State
University, is planning what they expect
to be their biggest event in years: a concert
to honor the victims and survivors of the
recent Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School shooting.
On April 20 at 8 p.m., the Leshowitz
Recital Hall in John J. Cali School of Music
will be the scene of an ensemble of musical performances as a response to the now
infamous shooting.
The idea came from junior music education major and Phi Mu Alpha member
Jason Puskar.
“Good people lost their lives and good
people are the ones that have to live with
the repercussions and consequences of
that,” Puskar said. “Artists of the world
have a responsibility, with their ability,
to make the world better when things like
this happen.”
Confirmed acts scheduled for the concert include a violin solo, a marimba solo
and various instrumental and vocal performances from members of Phi Mu Alpha as well as other Montclair State musicians. Despite the many different types
of performers, members of Phi Mu Alpha
say all the acts will follow a theme of memorializing the lives lost at Stoneman
Douglas.
The vice president of Phi Mu Alpha’s
executive board, Joseph Shinnick, was
heavily involved in organizing the concert. Shinnick said he is excited to see all
the performances come together.
“This whole night is going to be very
special,” Shinnick said. “It’s hard to say,
‘Here’s the one thing I’m excited to see,’
because it’s the whole effect afterwards,
knowing that we made such a big difference and that such a positive thing can
happen after such a horrible event.”
Shinnick is most looking forward to the
positive difference they are making.

Sam Carliner | The Montclarion

Phi Mu Alpha member, Michael Prachthauser, plays the piano at the fraternity’s rehearsal for their upcoming concert.

This is an especially big event for
Montclair State’s Phi Mu Alpha chapter, but they are no strangers to community support. The organization
also visits nursing homes to sing for
senior citizens, hosts open mic nights
on campus and have performed the
national anthem for Relay for Life the
past two years.
Martha Wachulec, a junior studying music education, spoke positively about Phi Mu Alpha’s presence on
campus.
“Because I’m president of NAfME
[The National Association for Music
Education] at school, I have lots of
opportunities to work with the guys

at the fraternity,” Wachulec said.
“They really are driven in what they
do and have a lot of good values
that they share in their events and at
their meetings and just by meeting
the guys you can tell that they have
a good message in what they stand
for.”
Along with the performances, the
fraternity will be taking cash donations at the concert to give to a survivor of the shooting to use for college. Puskar has made contact with
the principal of Marjory Stoneman
Douglas High School, however, the
school has yet to select a student to
receive the donations.

Puskar emphasized that while Phi
Mu Alpha intends to raise money, the
main focus of the concert will be to
honor the community of Stoneman
Douglas High School and to bring
people together through music.
“Money is never something that
can bring lives back,” Puskar said.
“But it’s just something for them to
see that even though we’re really far
away, that we still get impacted by
this, too.”

Classifieds
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted / Other

DYNAMIC EDUCATOR
We are seeking a dynamic educator
with leadership skills that can both
take the ball and run with it and also
execute their supervisor’s instructions
with excellence. You will work in a
relaxed and productive environment
with others who are passionate about
helping bright young adults who
have special needs. Technology and
the ability to learn technology are part
of every work day. You will earn a
salary, have time off days and receive
a top notch benefits package. Our
organization seeks individuals who
want to grow professionally so we offer advancement and reimbursement
for education as well as continued free
professional development. This is a
great opportunity to build a resume
that includes two of the key employability considerations for new hires in
education: special ed and technology.
Job Type: Full-time. Contact David Di
Ianni, Director,
FilmAcademy360 ddiianni@spectrum360.org

MOTHER’S HELPER NEEDED /
MONTCLAIR AREA
Busy Montclair family .5 miles away
from MSU seeks a Mother’s Helper
to assist with light household chores
and care for our 2-year-old daughter.
Household chores include: washing
dishes, walking and feeding the dog,
emptying the trash, and sweeping the
house as needed. Childcare responsibilities include: preparing meals and
snacks for our daughter, lunch for the
next school day, straightening up her
room, playing with/reading to her.
Must be reliable, agreeable to 2-hour
shifts 2 – 3 times a week to include
weekday evenings and 1 weekend
shift. Potential for babysitting. Clean
background, driving history, identification and references are essential.
For Immediate hire contact Nicole at
Louisecking@aol.com and share your
contact information so we may speak
by telephone.

TUTOR NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
AREA
Are you studying education? We are
looking for a tutor who is an experienced, expert, and enthusiastic MSU
student who is on track to work in
the field. Our son is in 9th grade at
Montclair HS and needs support for
completing homework in all subjects,
test preparation, and most specifically
support with organization and attention skills. If interested please email:
jillian@jillianpransky.com

SEEKING AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER STARTING MID JANUARY
Looking for reliable after-school
babysitter to pick up our 7-yearold daughter from bus or school in
Montclair, 3:30-6:30, starting in midJanuary. You’ll help with homework,
dinner prep, bath and creative play.
Occasional additional hours available,
if desired, for date nights, etc. Sitter
must have clean driving record and
great local references. If interested,
please email Michelle at:
thegoldenmichelle@gmail.com

NOW HIRING / MULTIPLE POSITIONS / MONTCLAIR
Full Time, Part Time, and Internships available. Requirements: results
driven individuals, who are self-motivated and have a versatile personality. Proven track record of trustworthiness, dependability and ethical
behavior. Ability to handle and pacify
difficult customers. Excellent communication skills: written, verbal and
listening. 1-2 years of sales or service
experience is a PLUS, but not required. Bi-lingual – Spanish is a plus.
Benefits: Flexible scheduling available.
Base Salary. Competitive commission
& bonus programs. “Start-up” office
culture ideal for accelerated career
growth. Outstanding opportunity if
you aspire to be a business owner.
Email resume to
Dominick.abramo@gmail.com to apply.

ALL MAJORS / ESPECIALLY
EDUCATION, PSYCH, & SOC. /
SUMMER CAMP JOBS / BERGEN
COUNTY, NJ
Ramapo Country Day Camp is
looking for college counselors to
give campers the best summer ever.
Camp Dates: June 25-August 17 M-F
9-4. The working environment is
enjoyable, creative, positive, and perfect for the summer. A huge resume
booster for teachers. You’ll gain
valuable classroom experience with
a specific age group. We are looking
for people who see camp as something they “get to do”, not “have to
do”. Email: brian@ramapocamp Call:
201-444-7144 See a video of us in action at: www.ramapocamp.com

Study Abroad
Spring 2019 Applications are Open!

Apply by October 1, 2018
Visit: www.montclair.edu/global-education
I studied abroad in
Thailand; it has opened so
many doors for me, and
allowed me to learn a new
culture. Being away
allowed me to make
decisions about my future
and follow my dreams.
Although it was scary to
move halfway around the
world for four months, it
took me out of my comfort
zone and opened my
perspective! So GO
ABROAD, enjoy & live in the
moment!

-Marla Diaz

Book an appointment with the Study Abroad Coordinator at

studyabroad@montclair.edu
or stop by the Student Center Annex, Room 207

$15 / PERSONAL ASSISTANT /
TOWACO
Help for professional, small business
owner in home. Immediate start. Flexible hours – hoping for late afternoon
Mon-Fri, possible Sat morning. Looking for responsible person with computer skills to do organizing, paperwork, and small errands. Must drive
and like dogs. Recommendations/references requested. If interested please
email besite@gmail.com
or text 201-759-5955
BABYSITTER NEEDED/ GLEN
RIDGE
For all education and communication
sciences majors looking for practical
experience working with a non-verbal
child – our family is seeking a regular
sitter to watch our 9 yr old daughter
(with ASD diagnosis, using AAC
device), and occasionally her 7 and 5
year old typical siblings. We will need
someone most Wednesday evenings,
~4-7pm, and some weekends. Ideally
you would be available 2-3 additional
weekend days/evenings per month,
in addition to the Wednesday time. If
interested, please email:
jocelieb@yahoo.com

OTHER
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUGGLING? HEALING, HOPE AND
HELP CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255
(TALK) at any time to speak to a
counselor and get support. You can
also connect to the Crisis Text Line by
texting “Hello” to 741-741 to be connected to a counselor. All services are
free, confidential and available 24/ 7
for anyone in crisis.
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Where are the Voices?: Montclair State’s Annual Tuition Hearing

T

he annual tuition hearing
is an opportunity for students to
raise their voices regarding how
much they pay to attend Montclair State University. However,
as of this Tuesday, the hearing
only received nine comments
for the announcement via email.
Montclair State has more commuter students than dormers,
so it is understandably more difficult to get a large amount of
students to engage. Montclair
State has a lot of room for improvement.
This is not an issue that can
be hefted solely on the administration or students, but both.
As a commuter school, students should make it their pri-

ority to involve themselves on
campus. The easiest and most
readily available way of doing
this is by reading through the
school emails. Student Life at
Montclair (SLAM), HawkSync
and even professors email students information about campus events on a regular basis.
For the tuition hearing, administration sent out three
emails to students, one on
April 4 and April 9 as well as
one that was sent 15 minutes
before the hearing. The emails
included the time and date of
the hearing. An email address
was also provided for students to send comments to if
they cannot get to the hearing

on time.
On the flip side, however,
administration also can afford to utilize more of the
tools at their disposal. For the
tuition hearing, officials sent
out emails and included an
ad in the previous issue of the
newspaper. This was a great
idea and would have made for
strong jumping off points for
social media promotion.
Another means of spreading the word could have been
placing a link to a Twitter poll
or promoting the hearing on
Instagram. For future promotions, perhaps having students help promote events or
hearings would increase turn-

out as well. In addition, having organizations like the radio
station, campus newspaper
and the student government
promoting through physical
flyers or ads as well as online
platforms could have made a
huge difference. With the backbone of student life on campus
participating in the promotion,
more students might have engaged and gone to the hearing.
While some students choose
to not get involved with campus activities, campus politics
is extremely important. Students have the opportunity
to change their experiences at
school and make a difference
for future Montclair State stu-

dents in years to come. It is
one thing to merely complain
about the problems at school,
but another to take action.
Attending events like the
annual tuition hearing is vital
in understanding the important process, which is the rising cost of tuition every year.
Students can use this opportunity as a platform to voice
their disagreements, general
opinions and recommendations. It is part of what makes
the student body capable of
more than just being on the
sidelines, and it creates more
effective and meaningful connections between students
and administration.

“Not really involved at all. I
was thinking maybe to join
the student government association. But in terms of politics within the campus, I’m
not really involved that much
at all.”

“If I were to be on campus longer, I would have been more
involved. Unfortunately, I
wasn’t too involved my four
years here.”

“I’m actually not, like at all,
and now that you are asking
me it’s kind of embarrassing.
Maybe I should be. But yeah I
have no idea, or I don’t know
anything about it.”

“I read about it in the emails.
But besides that, I’m not really
involved.”

- Albert Gessner
Marketing
Freshman

- Brianna Rivera
Communication Studies
Senior

- Monica Escobar
Accounting
Freshman

- Jacob Tareky
English
Freshman

Campus
Voices:
How involved,
if at all, are
you in campus
politics or
student
government?
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Reboots May be
Here to Stay
‘PCU’ might be the best creative model

R

emakes and
reboots of existing
properties
are common in
the film industry.
Some attribute this
to the notion that
JAVIER REYES
creators in HolSTAFF WRITER
lywood have run
out of ideas. That notion is something
I would dispute. Thanks to more platforms and tools becoming available,
there are plenty of innovative projects
being churned out at a commensurate
rate.
It is a matter of these projects not always getting their moment in the limelight, which says more about general
marketing business and movie-going
populism than it does about artistic
creativity. Just because the next monolithic “Star Wars” franchise has not
been made yet does not mean there is a
lack of creativity.
However, I do concede that remakes
and reboots of franchises have been a
mixed bag, at best. For every “Ocean’s
Eleven,” there is another unwarranted,
poorly made rehash, like 2012’s “Total
Recall” or 2010’s “Clash of the Titans.”
Remakes of older productions are

not going anywhere though, so this
raises another question entirely: what
deserves to be brought back? It is not
necessarily about searching for past
films with the highest qualitative value
or popularity, but rather the ones that
had some interesting ideas that beg to
be expanded upon and shown to a new
generation of audiences.
My suggestion would be to take a
look at “PCU,” an obscure 1994 film
starring Jeremy Piven, Chris Young
and David Spade. It was about a
made-up university with incompetent
leaders that allowed political correctness to run amuck. At PCU, the different cliques, ranging anywhere from
women’s rights activists and stoners to
sports teams and fraternities, are essentially blown out to their most extreme
ends for comedic and thematic effect.
There are no in-betweeners at this fictional university, only the most obnoxious, overly sensitive and antagonistic
caricatures. In the opening minutes,
the main character Tom Lawrence,
played by Chris Young, can barely say
a word before he is chased around the
school by a flood of angry mobs after
making fairly innocuous gestures that
were perceived as offensive. There is
no compromise at PCU, just the most

egregious of reactions without any
reservations.
While it is true that political correctness is certainly necessary and
has brought about a more engaged
and evolved society over the years,
there is also the case to be made
that it can go too far. With the rise
of social media, especially, everyone
is constantly speaking about things
they find offensive, which often
leads to the hyperbole that sparks
the internecine conflicts that plague
society so much today. It makes the
two-decades-old “PCU” look remarkably unexpected.
While the film itself was nowhere
near a hit and not an objectively
great film, its ideas and themes are
something that could truly resonate
with audiences if given a second
chance. It could be like a “Saturday
Night Live” sketch, where the ideas
are shown through clever, witty
comedy that shows how the extremist viewpoints on either side of the
spectrum are what everyone actually hates the most.

Javier Reyes, a journalism major, is in his first
year as a staff writer for The Montclarion.

Thumbs Up
Fans display their
hockey sticks in
memory of the 14
players who died
in a Canadian bus
crash
Baby elephant boom
in a Belgian zoo
Seth Meyers’ wife
gives birth to second
child in the lobby
of their apartment
building

From Old to New: TV Edition
More and more networks reviving old memories

I

KYLE KULIKOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

f you have not
noticed yet, more
and more TV networks are rebooting some of their
audiences’ favorite programs from
the past. From
“American Idol”
to “Roseanne,” TV

shows of all genres are getting rebooted left and right.
There were definitely many viewers
who were thrilled upon learning about
some of the shows being rebooted —
others, not so much. While it is awesome
that these TV networks are bringing back
many fan favorites, it creates this question of whether or not these networks are
getting lazy.
Understandably, it takes a lot of work
to meet viewers’ expectations for programreturns.However,withcountlessTV
programs already being rebooted, why
not create new, original content for your
audience?
Now, we have MTV bringing back
its hit reality show, “Jersey Shore.”
Reboots like this often attract so much
attention because people want to be

updated. People want to know about
the cast. Where are they now, what do
they look like and answers to questions they never got when the series
had originally ended are all revealed
with these reboots.
Rebooting older programs and creating
new spin-offs is actually a great tactic for
these TV networks to gain higher ratings
and viewership. These reboots not only
bring in numerous returning fans but a
whole new audience that have gained
interest in a show’s reboot. For example,
“BoyMeetsWorld”wasanextremelypopularshowandyearslater,DisneyChannel
created a whole new series based on it
called“GirlMeetsWorld,”whichbrought
older and newer audiences together.
In an effort to add a bit of a spin to these
old hit shows, many of the networks have
created new spin-offs. For example, remember“FullHouse?”NowthereisaNetflixseriescalled“FullerHouse.”Howabout
“That’s So Raven?” Disney Channel has
since created a brand new series called
“Raven’s Home.”
These TV programs have gone beyond just reboots or even spin-offs.
Disney Channel has recently been creating a series of live action remakes of
hit films, such as “The Jungle Book”
and “Beauty and the Beast.” These

live remakes allow the company to
reach a new generation that was not
around when the films were originally made.
While it is extremely exciting to
find out that one of your favorite
shows is being rebooted, you have
to wonder when is it enough. Some
of these reboots were once classics
that had high ratings, so it is a risk to
bring these programs back. Whether
or not the show will be as popular as
it once was or flop is a huge concern.
Viewers do not want these networks
ruining programs that were so great
and once had such a good run.
Even though “American Idol” did
well for such a long time, now there
is “The Voice,” and many other
singing competition shows, which
definitely give “American Idol” a
run for its money.
It is questionable whether or not it
is truly in the networks’ best interests to continue bringing back these
older programs.

Kyle Kulikowski, a television and production
major, is in his first year as a staff writer for
The Montclarion.

Thumbs Down
Stan Lee the victim of
elderly abuse
Facebook leaks
users’ private
information to
advertisers
Low student
turnout for spring
concert
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Alumni Spotlight:

David ‘Murdock’ Acosta
David Acosta graduated from Montclair State University with a Bachelor of
Arts in theater studies with a minor in
anthropology back in 2014. Since graduation, Acosta has been performing as
a hip-hop rapper under the stage name
Murdock in Jersey City, New Jersey.
Acosta spoke candidly about his mental
health issues and how channeling them
through his music became the best medicine.
Q: Where does your stage name
Murdock come from?
A: I’m a huge comic book geek. I
work at a comic shop, and I was always really into this superhero called
‘Daredevil.’ His character’s name is
Matthew Murdock and he has this
persona as ‘the man without fear.’ I
kind of see myself as a shy and anxious guy on the streets, but on stage,
I see myself as the man without fear
and my anxieties just go away.
Q: What were you like as a student
at Montclair State?
A: I was good. I got my good grades,
but I was trying to find myself. I feel
like that is the college thing, where
you have to find [your] identity and
everything. I was hopping around
groups of friends until I found who I
was comfortable hanging out with. I Toward the middle of his performance, Murdock wore a shirt that had words like “ugly” and
got to test out a lot of different fields “anxiety,” which represented his negative demons, and ripped it off.
in theater, such as directing, acting
and costume production. [My college experience] solidified my pasyou been battling with?
tough when you are by yourself and
sion in art as a career.
you are anxious.
A: I have been diagnosed with ToQ: When did you discover your love
urette’s syndrome, OCD (obsessive
Q: How is music therapeutic for
for rap music?
compulsive disorder), ADHD (attenyou as you go through your mental
tion deficit/hyperactivity disorder),
health issues?
A: I began writing rhymes when I
anxiety and depression. I [was diwas in the seventh or eighth grade.
agnosed with] Tourette’s, OCD and
A: When I am feeling down, like this
It wasn’t anything serious but into
ADHD when I was 8 years old. Then
winter because I go through the seahigh school and college, I was filling
anxiety and depression kind of crept
sonal blues, working with my producup notebooks with lyrics. So it develup on me through high school. I’ve alers while making music helped put
oped into something more serious a
ways been in and out of therapy and
me in a better mood. I was focused
year after I graduated college.
on different medications. It’s mostly
on something that I am passionate
for the anxiety. Nights can be kind of
about, so it gives me that thing to look
Q: What mental health issues have
forward to and wake up in the morning. I believe that all art is some sort
of release and it is super important.
My last album called ‘Agoraphobic.
Alcoholic. Asshole.’ was all about my
battle with mental health and it feels
great to write these thoughts out and
give it a voice.
Q: When you perform, does your Tourette’s worsen or improve?
A: When I’m on stage, I get so hyper
focused on performing and putting
on this theatrical show that it kind of
slips to the back of my mind more. It’s
still there, but it is easier to control. Or
maybe I just don’t notice it so much.
Q: Is there any artist that you aspire
to be like or is similar to you?

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

David Acosta, a 2014 Montclair State alum, takes off a “Daredevil” comic off the shelf at his
place of work- the Manifest Comics and Cards shop in Bayonne, New Jersey. Acosta decided to name his rapper name “Murdock” after Matthew Murdock from the
“Daredevil” comic books.

A: I’m really into this one rapper
named Danny Brown. He raps with
this crazy, high-pitched voice about
his struggles with drug addiction and

Babee Garcia | The Montclarion

his demons. He does it in such a
wild, theatrical way. I am also super inspired by Kanye West and
he’s gone through a lot of mental
health issues. When he puts out the
music, it’s always something amazing. Seeing him in concert made me
realize that hip-hop can be more
than just rapping. You can have a
whole set, a plot and different actors on stage bringing something
bigger. That’s what I want to do.
Q: Have you ever had a fan encounter where it touched your
heart or struck you the most?
A: I feel like usually after I perform,
I have somebody come to me and
thank me for being so vulnerable
and transparent about my mental
health issues. A lot of people deal
with it and are too afraid to talk
about it in public. They appreciate
that I bare it all on stage and they
know they’re not alone in whatever
they are going through. I always try
to connect with my audience and it
usually works out pretty well.
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Danceworks 2018

The Cast and Crew ‘Push it to the Limit’

Sarah Dimichino| The Montclarion

“Don’t Mess With Me” is a fun, upbeat pointe piece with 1920s vibes.
Sarah Adewolu
Contributing Writer
Starry lights illuminated the stage
as the cast of Danceworks made its
grand entrance into a world of splendor and magic.
Montclair State’s Department of
Theatre and Dance put on a Peak
Performance of Danceworks 2018,
featuring an ensemble of promising
young dancers who are not afraid to
dream big or reach for the stars. With
nine performances that kept the audience in rapture, the cast of Danceworks did a splendid job engaging
with each other, physically as well as
emotionally.

This year the dance routines performed were “Gift,” “RuM,” “Don’t
Mess with Me,” “Horizon,” “Tensile Involvement,” “To Have and to
Hold,” “Playing with Vivaldi,” “Simulacra” and “I See You.”
Every dance routine contained elements of surrealism and magic in
not only the movements but also the
costumes, music and visual effects.
The performance that stood out the
most was “I See You,” with the slick
moves and the unique costumes of
all the men and women dressed in
black leather jackets and white shirts,
grooving to the music. It was very engaging to see all the dancers interacting with each other onstage as well as

offstage.
It was evident that the dancers
were engaged with each other by
not only their facial expressions,
which seemed to be nothing but all
smiles, but also with their postures
and their physical contact with
each other. One desirable quality of Danceworks was the lack of
spoken dialogue throughout the
performance, thus bringing out an
element of charm and captivation
to the audience.
Dance is the type of art in which
one is free to express himself or herself via physical movement, and no
words were needed to describe this
gem of a performance. All the danc-

Sarah Dimichino| The Montclarion

The piece “Tensile Involvement,” choreographed by Alwin Nikolais in 1953 and staged by Alberto del Saz, is all about forms
and figures from dancers creating various shapes with elastics that are hung from the ceiling off of the stage.

ers seemed to know their material very
well, and everything was on cue.
The bowing and holding of hands after every performance was more than
enough to show that the dancers were
very devoted to their work. It was evident that the passion was there, despite the mysteries that surround the
full stories of each performer’s background. The most essential element
is the shaping of their future and the
stories they want to tell future generations.
Of course the dancers could not have
made it this far had it not been for the
directors, Lori Katterhenry and Lynne
Grossman, who did a fantastic job of
pushing the cast to work hard enough
to bring magic into their performances and costumes. Ines Zapata and Nathanael Brown should receive kudos
for their roles in designing the lighting and sound, respectively, as well as
the production stage manager Sophia
Voglino.
The choreographers are just as amazing and should be credited as well:
Stacey Tookey, Christian von Howard, Nancy Lushington, Frederick Earl
Mosley, Alwin Nikolais, Danial Shapiro, Joanie Smith, Maxine Steinman
and Kathleen Kelley. Choreography is
an essential aspect of show business,
as well as directing, producing, music,
stage designs and even visual effects.
These able-minded dancers have
taught some essential life lessons.
You must never underestimate the
power to freely express yourself via
art because art is a form of life. Art is
a gateway to express yourself and no
words are needed. It is good to allow
your body and your mind to speak for
themselves.
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Low Turnout for Cheat Codes Concert
Continued from page 1

Musician Cade sings some of his newer music to the crowd and gets everyone hyped up before Cheat Codes comes to perform.
Statitle also addressed that SLAM has the ability to
choose any location on campus where it would best
suit the show, and this show was not meant for Yogi
Berra stadium.
According to SLAM’s Co-Director Joshua Bishop-Mbachu, over 200 tickets were sold, but less than
100 people attended. The crowd seemed underwhelming at first, but hosting the event in Memorial
Auditorium worked out in the crowd’s favor since it
was more personal and tight-knit.
“I like how it’s in a small environment,” said freshman chemistry major Renske Niveldt.
Students of all graduate levels lined up at the entrance eager to hear Cheat Codes, a DJ trio from Los
Angeles, California consisting of Trevor Dahl, Kevin
Ford and Matthew Russell. They are most popularly
known for their song “No Promises” featuring Demi
Lovato. Dahl did not make the performance due to a
personal conflict, but it did not dampen the performance or the excitement from freshman communication and media arts major Celine Fitzpatrick.
“I love Cheat Codes,” said Fitzpatrick. “They do
great remixes of well-known songs.”
Other artists who performed included the New
York based R&B and rap artist P. Muna, as well as
CADE, an R&B and EDM artist also based in Los Angeles. Normally, people may not be as excited about

openers, especially when the headliners are people
who work with Demi Lovato and Cardi B. However,
this year’s openers put on quite the welcome party
for Cheat Codes.
With impressively stimulating light shows and a
thin layer of dramatic haze in the air, all of the performers interacted with the audience playfully. At
one point, P. Muna took selfies and got the crowd
ready for the show by freestyling and tossing out
“dad hats,” (as he called them) that promoted his debut album, “1991.”
During his performance, everyone gleefully
cheered and threw their hands high in the hazy air in
response to P. Muna saying, “If you believe in love,
put your hands in the air.”
When SLAM made the announcement two weeks
ago that Cheat Codes would be preforming, some
students were not thrilled and had no idea who they
were.
Senior english major with a minor in anthropology
Florence Vida voiced her opinion on Instagram and
feels students should have more of a say in selecting
artists for the concert.
“Almost every year, they get these no named artists and take a chance that it will be okay. Not really
happy about it.”
Within the past two years, Vida has been dis-

A small crowd waits patiently outside Memorial Auditorium to dance and sing along to Cheat Codes.

Brianna Nichols | The Montclarion

appointed with SLAM’s entertainment despite having the biggest budget for successful events such
as homecoming week, as well as winter and spring
bash. Vida had hoped for a memorable last semester
of college by attending a worthwhile concert.
Vida suggests that SLAM and the SGA should
pick their top three artists and send out a survey for
the students to choose who they would like to see.
Another student wanted rapper Cardi B to perform at Montclair State, as she was offering a free
concert to the school for the most swipes via Tinder.
Despite the unfamiliarity with Cheat Codes on
social media, recommendations for other artists to
perform, and change of venue, weighty kick drums
and piercing high-hats continued to course through
the auditorium. Although it was a heart pumping, bass heavy, ear-numbing ride, the show was
not the best, as it could have benefited immensely
from more publicity, exposure and energy. Halfway
through CADE’s performance, people were calming
down and the energy switched from excitement to
boredom.
Considering the underwhelming amount of attendees, the mood was wholesome for such a small
venue and crowd.
Reporters: John Salimbene, Staff Writer, Jeremy Wall, Staff
Writer, Erika Jakubiszen, Social Media Manager, Nicole Romaine,
Social Media Editor, Babee Garcia, Entertainment Editor

Brianna Nichols | The Montclarion
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Check out SC&I’s Master of Communication
and Media (MCM) Program!
The knowledge you gain during the Master of
Communication and Media program is abundant,
which definitely helps you forward in your career.
– Bindi Sakai, MCM ‘17

WORLD'S FAIR
2 0 1 8
APRIL

26

THURSDAY

NOON-2PM
S T U D E N T

C E N T E R

Q U A D

Attend Our On-Campus Information Session
4 Huntington Street - Room 323
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
May 2, 2018
6:30-7:30 p.m.
Attendees get their application fee waived!
Go to comminfo.rutgers.edu/mcm

RAIN LOCATION: STUDENT CENTER BALLROOMS

ENTERTAINMENT & FOOD
FROM AROUND THE GLOBE

@RutgersCommInfo #RUSCI #RutgersCommInfo
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The Horror of Silence:
‘A Quiet Place’
is a Triumph of Tension

themontclarion.org

Top Picks
to Stream
“Santa Clarita Diet” on Netflix

Photo courtesy of Netflix

Emily Blunt stars as the matriarch of the family in “A Quiet Place.”
Trevor Gioia
Contributing Writer
“Be quiet and don’t say a word,” warns the marketing of “A Quiet Place,” a dramatic horror movie that
director and costar John Krasinski makes feel raw.
This film is about a family dealing with monsters
that can hear every sound a person makes and hunts
them down, but it’s also a drama that depicts a family
dealing with loss and hope to get through tough times.
“A Quiet Place” has a fantastic cast with Emily Blunt,
John Krasinski and two great child performances. The
cast of “A Quiet Place” makes it feel like a real family
trying to survive a horrible situation.Throughout the
film, they primarily use sign language to communicate. Sign language made the conversations in the film
different compared to most and can put some people
off.
The sound is a very important character in “A Quiet Place.” Every sound is amplified to a larger degree.
The sound builds tension throughout the film and
does something that only a silent movie would do. For
example, a toy rocket ship sets off the monster in the
woods and the only sound you hear is the toy rocket
ship. “A Quiet Place” is one of the few films that made
my spine tingle with every sound a person made in
the film.
“A Quiet Place” is a unique theater-going experience. I saw it in a small theater, which made it feel
more intimate. Every sound in the theater amplified

Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

by the silence onscreen underscored how scary silence
can be in movies. This is one of the few films to watch
alone in the morning with a good sound system.
This film is a great example of taking a monster film
and upping the stakes. I would compare this film to
“10 Cloverfield Lane,” which also dealt with tension
by having the action being suspense-driven.
The creatures in “A Quiet Place” look as if they came
right out of H.P. Lovecraft and have a bipedal design
to them. I feel that keeping the monster design secret
did help out by making them terrifying.
My main problem with the film is the length which
is one hour and 30 minutes. This and the plot hole of
the waterfall are just small problems. “A Quiet Place”
is a tension-filled silent horror movie and builds with
every scene which is something uncommon in modern
horror movies. It is usually only seen in older flicks,
like “Psycho.”
This film is a great example of taking horror into a
new direction. I feel this film does a lot of things that
make it different from most horror movies, like letting
the characters be the main part of the film. It puts more
into building tension and suspense. Lastly, “A Quiet
Place” does show, more than tell, what is going on in
a scene.
I give “A Quiet Place” 9 out of 10. It is a horror film
that has some bite, and I enjoy that.

Starring Drew Barrymore and Timothy Olyphant as a Californian husband
and wife, “Santa Clarita Diet” follows the
couple after Barrymore finds herself with
an unquenchable craving for human flesh.
Despite its brief instances of violence, the
show is surprisingly lighthearted and
funny, focusing more so on the family’s day
to day struggles. Their teenage daughter,
Abby, teams up with her neighbor and best
friend, Eric, to try and figure out what has
happened to her mother.
Season two of “Santa Clarita Diet” brings
new supporting characters to the forefront,
including their new neighbor, a cop looking into a murder Barrymore committed in
season one, and a Rite Aid employee who
may have more in common with Barrymore
than it appears. “Santa Clarita Diet” is the
wittiest and funniest zombie show available
to stream.

-Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor
‘The Beguiled’ on HBO Go

Photo courtesy of Focus Features

“The Beguiled” follows Colin Farrell, a
Union soldier during the Civil War who,
after being found wounded in the Virginia
woods, is brought to an all-girl seminary, run
by Nicole Kidman and Kirsten Dunst. Sofia
Coppola’s remake of the 1971 Clint Eastwod
film explores the dynamic between men
and women as well as the disparity between
Union soldiers and civilians living in the
Confederacy. Shot mostly with natural light
and candlelight in the same mansion featured
in Beyonce’s “Lemonade,” the film is delicately beautiful and evokes spending a hot
summer in a sweltering southern manor.

-Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Left to right: John Krasinski and Noah Jupe play father and son who cannot make noise in
“A Quiet Place.”

If there is a movie or TV show you
want to recommend, email
montclarionentertainment@gmail.
com
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SUMMER IN THE CITY!

sessions
Get ahead on your current degree.

Four Start Dates:
May 14, June 11, July 2 and 9

• Save hundreds of dollars as you lighten your course load.

REGISTER NOW!

• More than 100 course offerings to choose from; classes online or in person at
2 easy-to-reach campuses.

www.middlesexcc.edu

• Credits transfer to major four-year colleges and universities.

Earn credits toward your degree

• Eligible Students can attend with Pell grant funds.

Choose from a wide range of courses
that meet this summer.

• Earn up to 12 credits over the summer!
Courses available online and in-person.

Best value in the region – tuition is only $112
per credit for Middlesex County residents.

SUMMER I & SUMMER II
SUMMER I begins Monday, May 21
SUMMER II begins Monday, July 9
ONLINE A begins Monday, May 21
ONLINE B begins Thursday, July 5

APPLY NOW! View Course Schedule at www.hccc.edu/schedule

2600 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison, New Jersey

JOURNAL SQUARE CAMPUS:
70 Sip Avenue, Jersey City, NJ
(right by the Journal Square PATH Station)

NORTH HUDSON CAMPUS:
4800 Kennedy Boulevard, Union City, NJ
(adjacent to NJ Transit Bergenline Avenue Transit Center)

For more information contact
admissions@hccc.edu | 201.714.7200
HCCC_Summer ad Montclarion 5x8 B&W.indd 1

4/3/18 12:49 PM

#15 Summersession 2018 Ad - Montclair University 10x16.indd 1

4/3/18 12:48 PM
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#JERZDAYS ARE BACK ON MTV

Photo courtesy of MTV

The cast of “Jersey Shore Family Vacation” poses together for a promotional photo.
Sunah Choudhry
Assistant Feature Editor
The sun is out and so are the reality stars of MTV’s “Jersey Shore Family Vacation” in Miami for their new
13-part series. Even though the reality
stars are in their early 30s, their gym,
tan, laundry (GTL) game is still going
strong as they have settled down with
their own families. Their personal lives
did not stop the cast from partying hard
in clubs together, bringing up ghosts
from the past and constantly fighting.
The first episode of the reality show
contains not only their previous antics
but also updates on where the castmates have been for the past six years
within the two-hour special. Sammi
“Sweetheart” Giancola, who had a toxic
relationship with Ronnie Ortiz-Magro,
does not appear in the “Jersey Shore”
family reunion. However, that does not
mean the show was not the same with
the same seven drunken castmates.
The show started out with introductions on where the castmates are now
after six years had passed since the
original “Jersey Shore” show having
ended. Rumors that had been proven
true by multiple outlets about Mike
“The Situation” Sorrentino appear in
the premiere as he is currently fighting
an accusation of tax evasion. Throughout the episode, The Situation is seen
going back and forth to court to approve his trip to Miami. In result, The
Situation accepted a plea deal and
made it down to Miami to party with
his castmates but has to remain sober
due to his drug and alcohol addiction.
Ronnie, who is now living with his
pregnant girlfriend, returned to the
show with high hopes of not cheating
on her. Though Sammi Sweetheart did

not return, Ronnie was still there to
discuss his perspective on the situation. There were multiple scenes
in which Ronnie was talking with
Deena Nicole Cortese, who has the
closest friendship with Sammi Sweetheart, about how Sammi Sweetheart
had abandoned all of them.
Sammi Sweetheart released a statement regarding the situation on Instagram:
“I love you guys! Thank you all so
much for your DMs, comments, messages & kind words. I read them all
and am forever grateful and thankful
for you guys!!”
However, that does not stop the
cast from poking fun at Sammi
Sweetheart’s statement and not joining the show. The joke that seems
never-ending starts with Paul “Pauly

D” DelVecchio dragging out a lifesize doll of Sammi Sweetheart from
his car, surprising the entire cast.
Not only did Pauly D bring a doll of
Sammi Sweetheart, but he also had a
button on her shirt that would spew
out her common sayings from “Jersey Shore.” The joke went well for
the cast but did it go well for Sammi
Sweetheart, who might have been
watching the premiere from home?
With the girls Snooki, JWOWW
and Deena, the reunion provided
them with a place to get wasted in
clubs and enjoy some time with their
old roommates. On the first night out,
Snooki fell face front onto the pavement while trying to walk into their
cab. JWOWW, trying to help Snooki,
acted as the mom for the night for
both Snooki and Deena.

Pauly D and Vinny laugh beside the life-size doll version of Sammi Sweetheart.

Vinny Guadagnino and Pauly D
remain best friends and partners in
crime reunited during the two-hour
special. Vinny and Pauly D were
like a blast from the past, fist pumping and creating different dance
moves in the club on their first
night out in Miami. From pranking
their roommates to watching Sammi Sweetheart and Ronnie fight in
“Jersey Shore,” the two have been
through everything together during
their time on the show.
With 11 episodes remaining and
the remainder of the cast in Miami
for an entire month, who knows
what havoc will ensue.

Photo courtesy of MTV
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“In America, the President reigns for four years,
but Journalism governs forever.”– Oscar Wilde

WRITERS

WANTED

FOR: NEWS

FEATURE
ENTERTAINMENT
OPINION
SPORTS

Come Help Us Out!
Room 2035 School of Communication and Media in
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

973.655.5230

Phone 973.655.5230
Fax Fax
973.655.7804
973.655.7804
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com
E-mail
Montclarionchief@gmail.com

E-mail MontEditor@gmail.com
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This Week In
Red Hawk
Sports
THU 4/12

Softball at Rutgers-Newark
3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Kean University
3:30 p.m.

themontclarion.org

Softball Sweeps Series
Against Drew University
Red Hawks top Rangers and split series with Kean in week of play

Softball at Rutgers-Newark
5 p.m.

FRI 4/13

Baseball at Kean University
3:30 p.m.

SAT 4/14
Women’s Lacrosse at
Rutgers-Camden
1 p.m.
Baseball at The College
of New Jersey
11:30 a.m.
Softball vs. Stockton University
1 p.m.
Softball vs. Stockton University
2:30 p.m.
Baseball at
The College of New Jersey
2:30 p.m.

Valentina Cucci, in the doubleheader against Drew University, went 4-5 with two RBIs with a walk.
Parnell Saint-Preux
Contributing Writer

Men’s Lacrosse at
Montclair State UniverTheCatholicUniversityofAmerica sity dominated in their series
matchup against Drew Univer3 p.m.

SUN 4/15
No Games

MON 4/16
Baseball at Moravian College
4 p.m.

TUE 4/17
Softball vs.
New Jersey City University
3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Lehman College
3:30 p.m.
Softball vs.
New Jersey City University
4:30 p.m.

WED 4/18
Softballvs.CentenaryUniversity
3 p.m.
Softballvs.CentenaryUniversity
4:30 p.m.
Men’s Lacrosse at Arcadia
University
7 p.m.

sity on Thursday, April 5. The
Red Hawks were looking for a
stellar performance after splitting their last doubleheader last
Saturday against Rowan University.
In the beginning of the first
inning, the Red Hawks couldn’t
ask for a better start. Second
baseman Kaylee Powers walked
and then subsequently moved
to second following a steal. The
bases would be loaded for the
Red Hawks following an Elena
Radesich single and a Valentina
Cucci walk. The Red Hawks
took the first lead of the game
by freshman shortstop Amber
Powers hitting a single to left
field, which would put the Red
Hawks in the lead 2-0.
Meanwhile, in the third inning, Drew University looked
to get back in the game by an
RBI from Meghan Beyer, bringing the game to 2-1. Beyer finished the game going 2-4, with
one run and RBI.
After struggling in the second and third inning, the Red
Hawks finally got their groove
going, scoring two runs in the
fourth. the first score in that inning was an RBI double from
Powers, followed by an RBI single from Cucci. Powers ended

the game 2-3 combined with
three runs and an RBI. Cucci
was a perfect 3-3 with one RBI.
The Red Hawks continued
to execute their game plan in
the fifth inning with the help
of senior catcher Alana Luna.
Luna hit a two-run home run.
Afterward, sophomore third
baseman Radesich scored an
RBI single to give the Red
Hawks an 8-1 lead.
Despite the fact that the
Rangers only scored one run
in five innings, things started
to change once the sixth inning
began. At the top of the sixth
inning, the Red Hawks made
a change at the pitcher position by inserting Cucci for Red
Hawks’ starting pitcher, Kiara
Ruiz. Even with a change at
the pitching position, the Red
Hawks didn’t have an easier
time containing the Rangers.
The Rangers made the
sixth inning more competitive. Heather Humes got an
RBI double to reduce the Red
Hawks lead to six. Later on,
Rangers’ Katie Grodski and
Michelle Nestor also capitalized on opportunities for
the Rangers by getting RBIs
as well. However, the Red
Hawks still managed to have
the lead, 8-4.
The Rangers were looking for any opportunities in
the seventh inning. During
that inning, Rangers’ Adriana Rodriguez scored an RBI

double to place the Red Hawks
8-5. However, in the end, it was
still not enough for the Rangers
to come up with the win. The
Red Hawks’ Luna was 2-4, with
two runs and two RBIs. The Red
Hawks’ Radesich was 3-4, with
two runs and one RBI.
Meanwhile, for the Rangers, Beyer was 2-4, also with
one run and RBI, along with
teammate Rodriguez. Second
baseman Jasmine Vera went 1-3
with a run and Humes, in her
solo at bat, had a hit with one
run and RBI.
In the next game of the series,
the Red Hawks dominated the
entire game. Throughout the
game, the Rangers couldn’t produce any offense, only collecting four hits. The Red Hawks
had a five run lead from some
RBIs by Powers, Cucci, junior
first baseman Samantha DiClementi and junior center fielder
Gabby Slade. Both DiClementi
and Slade continued to score
more RBIs during the bottom of
the third inning. Eventually, the
Red Hawks grabbed the victory
with a score of 8-0. At the end of
the game, Powers and Victoria
Gehring went 2-3 with two runs
and an RBI.
The Red Hawks would then
play another doubleheader at
home on Sunday. New Jersey
Athletic Conference (NJAC) rival Kean University came into
Montclair State with a 16-2
record, and going 2-0 against

Red Hawk Recap

Red Hawks Softball: 8
Drew University: 5
Red Hawks Baseball: 6
Red Hawks Baseball: 0
William Paterson University: 0
William Paterson University: 2
Red Hawks Softball: 17
Red Hawks Softball: 8
Kean University: 9
Drew University: 0
Red Hawks Baseball: 6
Lehman College: 4

Photo courtesy of montclairathletics.com
NJAC opponents.
Kean would put up five runs
in the top of the second inning
and never look back as they
would go on to beat the Red
Hawks 6-4. The Red Hawks
would answer with three runs
in the bottom half of the frame,
including a solo homerun from
Radesich.
Montclair State’s offense
would break out for 17 hits for
17 runs in a rout over Kean,
who scored only nine runs, in
the second game of the doubleheader. The Red Hawks scored
at least one run in each of the
six innings, with ten of the 17
runs coming from the final two
innings of the game. Six of the
nine batters for Montclair State
had at least two hits. Kean
also had 14 hits. While the Red
Hawks utilized the long ball in
the game, Kean played small
ball.
Montclair State will play in
another doubleheader in Wayne
against NJAC rival William Paterson University at 3 and 4:30
p.m. They will be on the road
again on Thursday as the Red
Hawks take on Rutgers-Newark at 3 and 4:30 p.m. in another
NJAC matchup.

Red Hawks Men’s Lacrosse: 5
Bowdoin College: 16
Red Hawks Baseball: 1
Red Hawks Women’s Lacrosse: 2
Rowan University: 0
The College of New Jersey: 16
Red Hawks Baseball: 2
Red Hawks Softball: 4
Rowan University: 6
Kean University: 6
Red Hawks Women’s Lacrosse: 12
Kean University: 11
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Lindsay Shines on the Mound as
the Red Hawks top Pioneers
Red Hawks split doubleheader with William Paterson and Rowan in week of play

Photo courtesy of montclairathletics.com

Connor Lindsay threw his first career complete game shutout on Friday against William Paterson University.

Sean Blair
Staff Writer

Connor Lindsay pitched brilliantly for the Red Hawks on
Friday, April 6, tossing a 6-0
complete game shutout win.
Coming off of a strong outing
last week, Lindsay delivered a
gem on a day where Montclair
State University runs came out
of a strong third inning. They
plated five runs, during which
William Patterson University’s
starting pitcher, Kyle Wiener,
struggled. On that day, he faced
a passive aggressive Montclair
State lineup that was looking to
capitalize on their early game
opportunities.
The game began in a slowstyle fashion with no action
until the third inning struck.
Lindsay’s only small hiccup on
the day was the top half of the
third where he walked and hit
a batsman.
“I mainly came in throwing
every pitch for a strike, and it
worked today,” Lindsay said. “I
knew I had to control the zone
more. My last start I had four
or five walks. I usually don’t do
that. If I don’t have a great outing, it’s usually due to getting
hit a little bit.”
He was able to not only lo-

cate his pitches but also use the
curve ball as his go-to pitch on
the afternoon. The ace of the
staff was dealing during his
whole outing.
Catcher Justin Bates should
be noted for his consistently
quiet but nonetheless tenacious
defense behind the plate.
Bates has handled a starting
pitching staff that has been one
of the top’s in ERA among the
New Jersey Athletic Conference
(NJAC). His laser of a throw in
the top half of the third prevented any sort of William Paterson
rally after opposing catcher Eric
Breun got too far off of the second base bag on a missed bunt
attempt by fellow left fielder
Francis Deane. As another solid
backstop, Breun should have
known better.
The third inning was where
all of the power was held and
supplied by the Red Hawks’ offense. After two quick putouts
by the Pioneers’ infield, Wiener
would begin to unravel. Montclair State’s designated hitter
Andrew Ollwerther walked to
begin the rally. The ultimate cliche of America’s national pastime, two-out walks will make
you pay – and they did indeed.
Left fielder Nick Martinez followed it up with a single roped
down the line to give Montclair
State first and third.

Ian Lynch stepped in and
with one swing of the bat gave
the Red Hawks their first lead
of the day with an RBI single
to make it 1-0. Bates continued the merry-go-round and
plated two more with an ensuing single. Reyes topped
it off with two more RBIs to
extend the lead to 5-0. The
Red Hawks took advantage
of the two-out walk by Wiener and didn’t look back all
afternoon.
Credit to the William Paterson pitching staff for keeping this game in hand for the
Pioneers to attempt a comeback. However, Lindsay was
too dominant on a day where
you could tell he had it working from the start. His fastball
and breaking ball command
was too much for William
Patterson to handle.
“It felt great, I never went
nine before,” Lindsay said.
“I had a lot of seven innings
pitched in high school, a couple seven-inning games last
season, but never went nine
innings. It was pretty awesome.”
To say he was in cruise control would be an understatement, as he surrendered all
but two hits over nine strong
while tallying six strikeouts.
He mentioned he’d look

to be back on the mound some
time later this week.
“I need to just throw strikes
and I’ll be fine,” Lindsay said.
Montclair State, on Sunday
played in another doubleheader, this time against Rowan University down in Glassboro, NJ.
The Red Hawks would suffer
the same fate, splitting the series with the Profs.
In a very interesting first
game of the series, The Red
Hawks won over top ranked
Rowan 1-0 despite being no-hit.
The lone run of the game came
from the base running of Lynch.

Lynch reached base after striking out in the second inning,
but the ball skipped away from
the catcher. After stealing second, a throwing error brought
Lynch home for the only run of
the game.
Rowan would dominate in
the second game of the series,
collecting 11 hits leading to their
6-2 victory. The Red Hawks are
now 4-2 in games against NJAC
opponents.

Photo courtesy of montclairathletics.com

Justin Epifanio went 1-4 in the second game of the doubleheader
against top ranked Rowan University.

